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The Meissner effect has been studied in Ba�Fe0.926Co0.074�2As2 and Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 single crystals and
compared to well known, type-II superconductors LuNi2B2C and V3Si. Whereas flux penetration is mostly
determined by the bulk pinning �and, perhaps, surface barrier� resulting in a large negative magnetization, the
flux expulsion upon cooling in a magnetic field is very small, which could also be due to pinning and/or
surface-barrier effects. However, in stark contrast with the expected behavior, the amount of the expelled flux
increases almost linearly with the applied magnetic field, at least up to our maximum field of 5.5 T, which far
exceeds the upper limit for the surface barrier. One interpretation of the observed behavior is that there is a
field-driven suppression of magnetic pair breaking.
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In textbooks,1,2 the Meissner effect3 is considered to be
the definitive mark of bulk superconductivity. In practice,
however, there are various factors that determine the behav-
ior of a real, finite specimen in a magnetic field.1,4–6 Never-
theless, in all cases reported so far, the following character-
istic behavior has been observed: magnetization measured as
a function of an applied magnetic field after cooling the
sample in zero field is negative and linear in field up to a
characteristic penetration field, Hp. Above this field, Abriko-
sov vortices penetrate the sample and magnetization ampli-
tude decreases.5 The value of Hp depends on various param-
eters, such as sample shape, surface quality, anisotropy, and
even pairing symmetry, and ranges between the first critical
field, Hc1, and the thermodynamic critical field, Hc. For ex-
ample, in the simplest case without demagnetization when a
magnetic field is parallel to the sample surface with charac-
teristic roughness �, the Bean-Livingston barrier1,5,7 field is
given by8

Hp =
�0

4���
ln

e�

�
, �1�

which ranges between Hc1�Hp�Hc for �����. In the
field-cooled �FC� experiment, the resulting magnetic moment
at low temperatures depends on the competition between
Meissner expulsion, temperature-dependent pinning strength
and surface-barrier effects. �Note that we use “FC” to indi-
cate the process when the measurements are taken upon
cooling, sometimes denoted as FCC. This may somewhat
differ from cooling in an applied magnetic field and measur-
ing upon warming, FCW �Ref. 9��. In all cases, however, this
resulting moment would first become increasingly negative
in fields comparable to the characteristic field discussed ear-
lier and then will start to increase reaching zero at the upper
critical field, Hc2. It has been shown that the surface barrier
may play an important role in determining the irreversibility
in unconventional superconductors close to Tc �Refs. 10 and
11� and may itself be enhanced due to Andreev bound
states.12,13 When the applied magnetic field is decreased from
a large value, H�Hp or the sample is cooled at any field, the
barrier actually compensates for the Meissner expulsion.5,11

In real samples with pinning, the competition of temperature-
dependent critical current, surface barrier, and Hc1 deter-
mines the value of the field-cooled magnetization, MFC, that
peaks approximately at Hp and its value is greatly reduced
compared to the theoretical Meissner expulsion,
4�MFC,ideal=−HV, where V is the sample volume. Sadly, this
renders standard, field-cooled Meissner effect measurements
of little value for the estimation of the “superconducting
fraction.” On the other hand, studies of the field-cooled mag-
netization of exotic superconductors can reveal distinct phe-
nomena when compared to the conventional materials.

Here we report an unusual Meissner effect in which the
negative field-cooled magnetization continues to become in-
creasingly negative with increasing applied field up to our
maximum fields �of 5.5 T�, way past the estimated first or
thermodynamic critical fields. One possible interpretation of
these data, suppression of the magnetic pair-breaking, is dis-
cussed, but completely different mechanisms related to the
peculiarities of iron-based superconductors might be in-
volved.

The experiments were performed on single crystals of
electron- and hole-doped BaFe2As2. Optimally doped single
crystals of Ba�Fe0.926Co0.074�2As2 �FeCo-122� �Ref. 14� and
Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 �BaK-122� �Ref. 15� were grown out of
FeAs flux using high-temperature solution growth tech-
niques. Sample homogeneity was checked by magneto-
optical visualization.16,17 For comparison, high-quality low-
pining single crystals of known nonmagnetic type-II
superconductors, V3Si �Ref. 18� and LuNi2B2C,19 were mea-
sured on the same Quantum Design MPMS unit following
the same protocols. All samples were slab shaped with di-
mensions on the order of 2 mm in the ab plane and 0.1–0.3
mm thickness. Several samples of each kind and of different
geometries were measured and here we report results ob-
tained on representative crystals. In this work we focus on
the case when the magnetic field was oriented along the ab
plane to minimize demagnetization effects, but similar re-
sults were obtained for the magnetic field along the short
dimension, which is along the crystallographic c axis. Also,
similar results were obtained by using a vibrating sample
magnetometer in applied magnetic fields up to 9 T. To facili-
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tate the comparison, magnetization is presented in gauss by
calculating 4�M /V, where M �emu� is the measured mag-
netic moment and V �cm3� is the sample volume.

Figure 1 shows the data for two well-studied, conven-
tional �as far as vortex behavior is concerned� type-II super-
conductors with Tc of the same order as the pnictide systems
studied here. In both panels the symbols show a magnetic
moment, MFC, measured after cooling in a constant magnetic
field to a fixed temperatures of 10 and 5 K. Each data point
is the result of a separate field-cooling procedure. For com-
parison, standard magnetization curves obtained after cool-
ing in zero field to 5 K are shown by solid lines. Note the
scaling by a factor of 20 and 10 in panels �a� and �b�, respec-
tively. As discussed above, such behavior is expected for a
regular type-II superconductor. Namely, above Hp, both zero
FC �ZFC� and FC magnetic moments decrease in magnitude
indicating an increasing density of vortices. Note that despite
considerable differences in MZFC and upper critical
fields,20,21 the maximum amplitude of the negative field-
cooled magnetization of these two systems is quite similar,
but even they have far from the ideal value of the Meissner
expulsion.

Figure 2 shows similar data obtained on a FeCo-122 crys-
tal. Measurements of MFC, shown at 5 and 15 K, reveal a
striking difference in comparison with Fig. 1. The magnetic
moment increases in amplitude becoming more negative al-
most linearly in field all the way up to our largest applied
field of 5.5 T. The MZFC�H� curve, on the other hand, exhib-
its standard behavior, similar to the curves shown in Fig. 1.

To further illustrate this unusual effect, Fig. 3�a� shows
several MFC�T� curves measured at different applied fields in
a FeCo-122 single crystal. The magnetic moment is clearly
much more negative at higher fields, except for in the vicin-
ity of Tc, as expected. To examine whether this effect is
related to the normal-state response, Fig. 3�b� shows mea-
surements of MFC at 5 and 24 K, i.e., just above Tc. An
unscaled MZFC curve at 5 K is also shown to illustrate the
relative magnitudes. As expected and known for the Fe-
based superconductors, M�H� above Tc is weakly paramag-

netic and, therefore, the observed diamagnetism must come
from the superconducting state itself.

Similar behavior is observed for BaK-122 crystals. Figure
4�a� shows results of field-cooling experiments as a function
of temperature where each curve was obtained by measuring
in a constant field indicated in the figure. Figure 4�b� shows
the magnetic field dependence of MFC at 5 K along with the
M�H� curve measured at 40 K, which is just above Tc as well
as unscaled MZFC at 5 K, for comparison. The inset shows
similar data for 20 K indicating that the relative strength of
the effect, i.e., magnitudes of MFC vs MZFC, become even
more pronounced. Note that above Tc, MZFC and MFC experi-
ments produce the same reversible curve for all samples.
Overall, the observed behavior is very similar to that of
FeCo-122 and is at odds with that of conventional type-II
superconductors shown in Fig. 1.

To look at the data from a different angle, Fig. 5 shows
the magnetic susceptibility 4��=4�M / �VH�, which should

FIG. 1. �Color online� Magnetic moment measured after field
cooling, MFC �symbols�, and zero field cooling, MZFC �solid lines�
protocols in single crystals of �a� V3Si and �b� LuNi2B2C. For
MFC�H�, each data point was obtained in a separate FC experiment
in a constant magnetic field. ZFC curves were scaled by a factor of
20 and 10, respectively. FIG. 2. �Color online� Comparison of MFC �symbols� �sampled

at 5 and 15 K� and MZFC /40 �line� measured by sweeping a mag-
netic field at 5 K in a FeCo-122 crystal.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Magnetization measured upon field
cooling at different values of the applied magnetic fields in a FeCo-
122 crystal. �b� measured MZFC and MFC at 5 K compared to the
magnetization above Tc, where MFC=MZFC.
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be equal to −1 in the case of an ideal demagnetization-free
superconductor and rapidly decrease in amplitude above the
characteristic field Hp. Clearly, the field-cooled magnetic
susceptibility �shown for 5 and 20 K� is very small, on the
order of 1	10−3. It is almost field independent and negative
up to our maximum field. Measurements above Tc �at 40 K�
reveal field independent, but positive valued susceptibility, as
is expected for a paramagnetic response.

The data show a clear difference between conventional
type-II superconductors and pnictides. Whereas the values of
Tc are comparable in all studied samples, the upper critical
fields, Hc2, are quite different. In particular, for H�c axis,
Hc2�55 T in FeCo-122,14,22 80 T in BaK-122 �Ref. 23� as
opposite to 20 T in V3Si �Ref. 21� and 9 T in LuNi2B2C.20

Still, the effect is observed in fields much greater than Hc1
but much lower than Hc2, indicating that this is a property of
a robust superconducting state with a fully developed order
parameter. The negative magnetization upon field cooling is

determined by the Meissner effect which has a magnitude
that is proportional to the lower critical field, Hc1, which is
small in pnictides, Hc1�100 Oe.24 If the observed effect is
due to the surface barrier, then following Eq. �1�, the maxi-
mum critical field �for ideally smooth surface, ���� where
it is effective is of the order of the thermodynamic critical
field Hc��Hc1Hc2�1 T if we take the overestimated Hc2
�100 T. In real samples, the surface-barrier field would be
less effective due to finite roughness and scattering. There-
fore, the conventional Bean-Livingston mechanism does not
explain our results.

Another scenario is the competition between bulk pinning
and the Meissner effect. Upon cooling, the temperature-
dependent pinning prevents some vortices from exiting and a
characteristic domelike shape of the magnetic induction is
formed with the Meissner expulsion region confined to the
sample edges.25 Strong suppression of pinning by a magnetic
field could lead to an increase in measured negative magne-
tization. However, such effect must be clearly visible on the
direct measurements of the hysteresis loops with reversible
Meissner part dominating the irreversible Bean part. This is
not observed in the pnictides.17 Also, if reversible part of
magnetization does not exhibit unusual increase with the in-
creased field, its rapid decrease with field will result in be-
havior similar to “conventional” Fig. 1.

One interesting possibility is that the magnetic field aligns
local magnetic moments of iron ions as well as of vacancies
and other lattice disturbances introduced by the doping.
These moments act as efficient pair breakers and, therefore,
such Zeeman alignment will decrease the pair breaking that
involves flipping the spin of the scattering center. Experi-
ments and theory have suggested that such pair-breaking
scattering is very important in iron-based
superconductors26,27 and perhaps our results provide further
support for this idea. On the other hand, many theoretical
and experimental reports indicate importance of magnetic
fluctuations in the mechanism of superconductivity in iron-
based superconductors. Therefore, it seems that the pairing
and the pair breaking both originate from the same magnetic
subsystem and, therefore strength of superconductivity �e.g.,
transition temperature� should be calculated considering both
effects.

The reversible magnetization of a type-II superconductor
for Hc1
H
Hc2 is given by

− 4�
M

V
=

�0

8��2 ln
�Hc2

H
, �2�

where ��1.28 In the strong pair-breaking regime, �−2��m
2 ,

where �m is the pair-breaking magnetic scattering time. Tak-
ing into account the weak paramagnetic response and a rela-
tively small magnetic moment per iron, m�0.87 B

29

in BaFe2As2, we can assume a simple correction of the scat-
tering time, �m=�m�H=0�exp�mH /kBT�. With m /kB
�0.58 K /T we can therefore write even at our highest fields
and lowest temperatures, �−2��−2�H=0��1+2mH /kBT�.27

Therefore, we would expect that the reversible magnetic mo-
ment will increase in amplitude as, −M �H /T. Surprisingly

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Field-cooled magnetization vs tem-
perature measured at different magnetic fields in a BaK-122 crystal.
�b� Measured MZFC and MFC at 5 K compared to the magnetization
above Tc. Inset: similar data for T=20 K.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Magnetic susceptibility, 4��=M / �VH�,
above �40 K� and below �5 and 20 K� Tc in a BaK-122 crystal. The
point at T=5 K and H=350 Oe, shown by a triangle, is outside the
vertical range with 4��=−0.013, still much lower than ideal −1.
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enough, this simple model describes our observations quite
well. An almost linear field dependence is evident from the
Figs. 2–4 and a pronounced temperature dependence is ob-
served, especially at higher fields, see Figs. 3�a� and 4�a�. We
note that very high upper critical fields of pnictide supercon-
ductors are essential for this mechanism to work. Otherwise,
the superconducting order parameter gets suppressed and re-
versible magnetization decreases rapidly, see Eq. �2�.

In conclusion, we report on the anomalous field-cooled
magnetization in BaFe2As2-based superconductors. The
magnetic moment becomes progressively more negative as a
function of an applied magnetic field that significantly ex-
ceeds the thermodynamic critical field. It is proposed that the
observed behavior can be explained by a field-induced re-
duction in magnetic pair breaking. In addition to the pres-

ence of natural magnetic scatterers in iron pnictides, large
values of Hc2 make it possible to observe the effect.
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